Microsoft devices
for Education
Inspiring new ways of teaching,
and learning

Technology is transforming education,
and creating new possibilities for
education professionals and their pupils.
But it’s not replacing standard, familiar
practices. Traditional tools, like pen
and paper, remain a vital part of the
learning experience.
Surface empowers educators, giving them new ways to
bring lessons to life, engage students and improve the
quality of teaching. It builds on familiar and trusted tools
too, with innovations such as Surface Pen that feels as
natural as pen on paper.
Surface devices free education professionals from
their desks, making it easier for them to share ideas
with colleagues and subject experts, enhance their
own professional development and strengthen
learning overall.

Embrace the modern teaching experience
The digital classroom has arrived. Surface gives education
professionals the tools they need to make learning interactive
and inspiring.
• Ideas comes to life with Surface Pen, and students excel.
Science scores increase by up to 36% when students
think in digital ink.
• Presentations, dissertations and essays are clearer thanks
to Surface’s HD screens: text reads like the printed page,
and images stand out.
• Surface Hub takes group learning to a whole new level
as professionals and students come together to collaborate
like never before.

90% of teachers say digital inking improves
the quality of their curriculum.
Source: Microsoft research
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Achieve more, away from your desk
Surface provides education professionals with the best
elements of a desktop, laptop, and tablet, making it easier for
them to move around the classroom, or work wherever their
roles take them. One device does more, and flexes to the
job in hand. Surface Book has three different configurations:
laptop, clipboard, and canvas. Surface Pro 4 quickly converts
from a tablet to a laptop.
• Thin, super light, and powerful, Surface gives education
professionals access to the facts they need wherever
they are. With powerful batteries, it keeps them
connected to colleagues and students for longer too.
• Surface Hub opens up a world of learning, as students,
teachers and subject experts develop ideas together in
real-time.
• The versatility of Surface not only makes work easier,
it saves on hardware and IT costs.

“I am trying to create the most powerful
teaching and learning environment
on the planet. I want to remove
constraints. And the Surface
absolutely lets us do that.”
Rob Baker
Technology Director, Cincinnati Country Day School

Software shown is sold separately.

Collaboration is easier, and more secure
Learning is all about sharing ideas and thinking with
students, colleagues and subject experts wherever
they’re located. Surface devices are intuitive to use,
easy to manage and make it easy for people to work
together, whatever their geography.
• Share ideas, faster, using the full Office Suite and
Windows 10 as well as trusted education apps such
as StaffPad and FluidMath.
• Work together in real time with video conferencing,
audio and white boarding on Surface Hub.
• Be confident that organizational data, proprietary
thinking and student information is secure and
compliant thanks to Windows 10’s outstanding
security measures.
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